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I.

Agrimar Co Establishment
19817 Beaver Creek, LLC
Beaver Creek Road, SW I-70/U.S. 40 Interchange
#10 – Funkstown
Low Density Residential
58
P. 52, 351
131.28 acres
RM – Residential, Multi-Family
HI – Highway Interchange
February 7, 2022

Background and Findings Analysis:
1. Site Description
The proposed rezoning site is located at
19817 Beaver Creek, encompassing two
parcels, immediately adjacent to the Interstate
70/U.S. 40 interchange (Exit 32). The total
acreage of the two parcels subject to this
rezoning case is 131.28 acres. All properties are
located within the Urban Growth Area (UGA)
that surrounds the City of Hagerstown and the
Towns of Williamsport and Funkstown.
The smaller of the two parcels (parcel
351) is improved by a single story brick home.
Parcel 51 is currently undeveloped and being
used for agricultural purposes.
The center of parcel 52 contains
floodplain areas that stem from a section of
Landis Spring Branch that intermittently flows
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through the property before draining southwest into Antietam Creek.
preservation easements encumber either property.

No permanent land

2. Population Analysis
To evaluate the change in population, information was compiled from the US Census
Bureau over a thirty-year time frame. A thirty-year horizon was chosen to show long term
population trends both in the election district of the proposed rezoning, and the County as a whole.
The properties subject to this rezoning are located within the Funkstown Election District
(#10). As shown in the table below, the population in this district has grown more rapidly than the
County has over the thirty-year time frame between 1990 and 2020. District 10 has grown 60.3%
over the thirty-year period (2%) per year while the County as a whole has increased in population
by 27.4% (.91% per year) during the same period. The Funkstown Election District experienced
their greatest population increase during the thirty-year period surveyed between 2010 and 2020
(22.9%).
Table 1: Funkstown Election District Population Trends
Population Trends 1990 - 2020
% change from
previous
decade
Area
Population
Year
District
9,330
1990
County
121,393
22.1%
District
11,390
2000
8.7%
County
131,932
6.9%
District
12,175
2010
11.7%
County
147,430
22.9%
District
14,960
2020
County
154,705
4.9%
Source: US Census Bureau
3. Availability of Public Facilities
A. Water and Sewerage
The adopted Water and Sewerage Plan for the County establishes the policies and
recommendations for public water and sewer infrastructure to help guide development in a manner
that helps promote healthy and adequate service to citizens. By its own decree, the purpose of the
Washington County Water and Sewerage Plan is “…to provide for the continued health and wellbeing of Washington Countians and our downstream neighbors…” 1 This is achieved through
implementing recommendations within the County Comprehensive Plan and the Water and
Sewerage Plan to provide for services in a timely and efficient manner and by establishing an
inventory of existing and programmed services.

1

Washington County, Maryland Water and Sewerage Plan 2009 Update, Page I-2
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Water:
W-5-Long Term Planned Service (City of Hagerstown)
Public water is not currently available at the site. The site is permitted to access water by
well. The site is given the W-5 designation in the County’s 2009 Water and Sewerage Plan,
denoting long-term planned service. Neighboring parcels in the vicinity of the site generally also
do not have access to public water. The City of Hagerstown Water Division offered no comment
on the proposed development when sent the application for review.
Wastewater:
S-5- Long Term Planned Service (County)
Public sewer service is also not currently available at the site of this rezoning. The S-5
Long Term Planned Service designation is applied to these parcels in the Water and Sewerage
Plan. On-site septic systems are permitted under this classification. Most neighboring parcels in
the immediate vicinity also utilize on-site septic systems.
Neither the Washington County Health Department nor the Department of Water Quality
offered comment on the application when routed a copy for review.
B. Emergency Services
Fire and Emergency Services:
Funkstown Volunteer Fire Company (2 South Westside Avenue) – 2 miles away
The proposed rezoning site is located within the service area of the Funkstown Volunteer
Fire Company. This same entity also provides the nearest emergency rescue services. Their
station is located approximately 2 miles away from the subject properties.
A copy of this application was sent to the Washington County Division of Emergency
Services. No comments were received.
C. Schools
The requested zoning classification, Highway Interchange (HI), does not permit residential
development. Therefore, there would be no school capacity mitigation requirements for pupil
generation under the County’s Adequate Public Facilities Ordinance.
4. Present and Future Transportation Patterns
Highways – Access and Traffic Volume
The proposed rezoning site is located on Beaver Creek Road which would provide one
possible access point for the site. The Functional Road Classification for Beaver Creek Road is as
a Local Road in the Transportation Element of the 2002 Comprehensive Plan. This classification
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accounts for mobility and access characteristics of the roadway in its categorization. Local Roads
are designed to carry less than 1,000 Average Daily Traffic in rural areas, and greater than 2,000
vehicles daily in urban areas. The County’s road classification system is based upon the Federal
Highway Functional Classification System, but modified to reflect local road conditions.
The site also has road frontage on Dual Highway (National Pike). The stretch of Dual
Highway adjacent to this property is designated as a Major Collector. Major Collectors are
designed to carry between 1,000-3,000 Average Daily Traffic in rural areas, and 2,000 – 10,000
vehicles daily in urban areas.
In addition to evaluating public access of a parcel for rezoning purposes, it is also important
to evaluate traffic generation and existing traffic volumes. This is commonly accomplished through
analysis of historic and existing traffic counts as well as any existing traffic impact studies. As the
proposed rezoning site is located on a County road, the most relevant data on traffic in the vicinity
comes from counts taken on Beaver Creek Road just across National Pike from the subject
properties.
The County’s Division of Engineering & Construction Management collected single day
traffic counts at two locations in the vicinity of the site in 2016. These locations include two points
surrounding the intersection of Beaver Creek Road and Auto Place. Since these were first time
collections at these locations, trends cannot be discerned. These counts do however give us an
idea of traffic volume occurring in the “neighborhood.”
As shown in the table below, the highest traffic volume was recorded at Auto Place, just
north of its intersection with Beaver Creek Road at 2,231 vehicles. At Beaver Creek Road just east
of the Auto Place intersection 1,200 vehicles were counted during the one-day traffic survey.
Table 2: 2016 County Traffic Volumes
Auto Place North of
2046
Beaver Creek Road
Beaver Creek Road
1200
East of Auto Place
Source: Washington County Division of Engineering and Construction Management Traffic Count Inventory Map

Though less relevant in establishing transportation patterns at the rezoning site itself, there
is some value in identifying traffic trends at select points along the major federal and state
transportation that occur in the immediate vicinity of the subject properties. In this location that
includes traffic counts on National Pike (U.S 40) north and south of the I-70 interchange and on I70 at Exit 32 (U.S. 40).

Year
2020
2015
2010
2005
2000

Table 3: Traffic Volumes 1990-2020
I-70 East of Exit U.S. 40 North U.S. 40 North
32
of I-70 Exit 32 of I-70 Exit 32
62,512
30,541
9,204
69,320
35,492
11,415
61,391
36,010
11,170
60,025
34,150
10,950
56,975
25,150
NA
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1995
1990

39,750
41,500

14,475
22,800

NA
NA

Source: Maryland State Highway Administration

From an overall perspective, Table 3 shows that traffic has continually increased at these
three locations between 1990 and 2020 with a couple of exceptions. Traffic increased 67%
between 1990 and 2015 at I-70 eastbound and 56% at U.S. 40 northbound. U.S. 40 southbound
increased 4% between 2005 and 2015 (no counts were available at this location before 2005).
Traffic Counts were down at each location in 2020, almost certainly due to effects of the COVID19 Pandemic drastically reducing vehicular trips of all types due to widespread quarantine
requirements. Thus 2020 traffic data will likely be viewed as an anomaly in future years. Outside
of 2020, traffic dipped in 1995 at each location, but rebounded steadily in future years.
Washington County Engineering Plan Review had no comment after receiving a copy of
the rezoning application.
Public Transportation
This area is not directly served by public transportation. Route 331 of the County
Commuter makes stops in Funkstown and at Hagerstown Commons (anchored by Martin’s grocery
store) roughly 1.5 miles northeast of the site.
1. Compatibility with Existing and Proposed Development in the Area:
A. Zoning
The subject parcels are currently zoned Residential Multi-family (RM) and are requesting to
change to Highway Interchange (HI). The purpose of the HI zoning district is:
“…to provide suitable locations for commercial activities or light industrial land uses that serve
highway travelers, provide goods and services to a regional population, or uses that have a need
to be located near the interstate highway system to facilitate access by a large number of
employees, or the receipt or shipment of goods by highway vehicles. In addition to providing
accessible locations, the Highway Interchange District is intended to protect the safe and efficient
operation of the interchange and to promote its visual attractiveness.…”. 2
The HI Zoning District does not define its own standalone permitted uses. Instead it pulls
all principal permitted uses allowed in the BL, BG, PB, and ORT Districts as well as those in the IR
District except heliports and Commercial Communications Towers. Truck stops are among other
land uses allowed by special exception in an HI District.

2

Washington County Zoning Ordinance, Article 19
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Map 1: Surrounding Zoning Classifications

RM

RU

RM

I-70 forms a convenient dividing line for noting differences in zoning classifications in this
area, as shown on Map 1 above. North of I-70 there is mostly a mix of residential zoning of various
densities, along with multiple areas with HI zoning in the vicinity of the I-70 interchange at Dual
Highway. Parcel size increases below I-70 in many cases which, correspondingly, results in
reduced residential density as one travels further from the Urban Growth Area. Lands immediately
south of the interchange are solidly HI. The subject parcels (currently zoned RM) are contiguous
to this block of properties zoned HI. Residential Urban zoning is applied to many properties west
of the site, above and below Poffenberger Road.
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B. Land Use

Image 1: Vicinity Land Use

Source: Google Maps

Commercial businesses surround the I-70 interchange on all sides, particularly automobile
dealerships. The stretch of Beaver Creek Road that provides access to the subject properties has
historically been used for farming, woodlands or single family residential land uses. More recently
however, a couple of commercial businesses (Vinny’s Truck Repair & Towing, U.S. Lawns) have
opened along this part of Beaver Creek Road. Below I-70, housing tends to be of a low density
nature and notable areas are still in active agricultural production.
Heading east on National Pike towards Frederick, one finds a variety of low intensity
commercial businesses (storage facilities, truck repair shops, construction contractors, shooting
range). The Londontowne and Robinwood Apartments provide higher density housing options just
off Dual Highway to the North.
Active residential subdivisions in this area include Claggetts Mill and Gaver Meadows.
C. Historic Sites
Another important component of compatibility is the location of historic structures on and
around the parcels being proposed for rezoning. According to the Washington County Historic
Sites Survey there are 6 existing historic sites located within an approximate ½ mile radius of the
proposed rezoning areas. The subject rezoning site also contains the standing ruins of a limestone
farm complex that was destroyed by fire in the late 20th century.
Below is a listing of existing historic resources within a ½ mile radius of the subject parcels:
•

WA-II-142: “Adams-Paulsgrove Farm,” Mid-19th century farm complex consisting of a 2story limestone house, a frame bank barn, a log kitchen and other outbuildings
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•
•
•
•
•

WA-II-143: “Grossnickle Farm,” Late 19th farm complex encompassing 2-story brick house,
stone bank barn, outdoor root cellar.
WA-II-229: “Blarneystone Farm (Kelly's Delight)” Early 19th century, 2-story stone home
built in two parts, stone out-kitchen and stone bank barn
WA-I-421: “Welty Farm,” Late 19th Century farm complex including 2-story log home
encased in brick, barn and outbuildings
WA-I-432: “Deep Meadow Farm,” Early 19th century farm complex including two part, 2story log and stone home and stone bank barn
WA-II-1113: “Bridge,” 1936 stone and concrete bridge over Landis Run on National Pike

2. Relationship of the Proposed Change to the Adopted Plan for the County:
The purpose of a Comprehensive Plan is to evaluate the needs of the community and balance
the different types of growth to create harmony between different land uses. In general, this is
accomplished through evaluation of existing conditions, projections of future conditions, and
creation of a generalized land use plan that promotes compatibility while maintaining the health,
safety, and welfare of the general public.
Both properties are located in the Low Density Residential sub-policy area. The
Comprehensive Plan offers the following definition for this policy area:
“This policy area designation would be primarily associated with single-family and
to a lesser degree two-family or duplex development. It is the largest policy area
proposed for the Urban Growth Area and becomes the main transitional
classification from the urban to rural areas.” 3
3. “Change or Mistake” Rule
When rezonings are not part of a comprehensive rezoning by the governing body,
individual map amendments (also known as piecemeal rezonings) are under an obligation to meet
the test of the “Change or Mistake” Rule. The “Change or Mistake” Rule requires proof by the
applicant that there has been either: a substantial change in the character of the neighborhood
since the last comprehensive zoning plan (2012), or a mistake in designating the existing zoning
classification.
As part of the evaluation to determine whether the applicant has proven whether there has
been either a change or mistake in the zoning of a parcel, the Maryland Annotated Code Land Use
Article and the Washington County Zoning Ordinance state that the local legislative body is required
to make findings of fact on at least six different criteria in order to ensure that a consistent evaluation
of each case is provided. Those criteria include:
1) population change; 2) the availability of public facilities; 3) present and future transportation
patterns; 4) compatibility with existing and proposed development for the area; 5) the
recommendation of the planning commission; and 6) the relationship of the proposed amendment
to the local jurisdiction’s Comprehensive Plan.

3

2002 Washington County, Maryland Comprehensive Plan, Page 243
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Even when change or mistake has been sufficiently sustained, it merely allows the local
governing body the authority to change the zoning; it does not require the change. When
conditions are right for a change the new zone must be shown to be appropriate and logical for the
location and consistent with the County’s Comprehensive Plan.
II.

Staff Analysis:

The analysis of a rezoning request begins with a strong presumption that the current zoning
is correct. It is assumed that the governing body performed sufficient analysis, exercised care, and
gave adequate consideration to all known concerns when zoning was applied to a parcel of land.
However, there are instances by which a case can be established to show that the governing body
either erred in establishment of the proper zoning of a property or that the neighborhood
surrounding the property has changed enough since the governing body’s last assessment to
require a new evaluation of the established zoning designation.
The applicant of this case has indicated in their justification statement that they believe that
a mistake was made by the local legislative body to rezone the property in 2012. As noted in the
prior section describing the “Change or Mistake” Rule, the Washington County Zoning Ordinance
requires data to be presented to the local legislative body on factors such as population change,
present and future traffic patterns, the availability of public facilities, the relationship of the proposed
change to the Comprehensive Plan and its compatibility with existing and proposed development
in order to determine how the area subject to rezoning has evolved since the comprehensive
rezoning.
1. Evidence for Mistake in the Current Zoning
In order to demonstrate that a mistake was made by the regulatory body in applying the existing
zoning classification to the parcel, the applicant must establish that an error occurred as a result of
factors such as:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

A failure to take into account projects or trends probable of fruition;
Decisions based on erroneous information;
Facts that later prove to be incorrect;
Events that have occurred since the current zoning; or
Ignoring facts in evidence at the time of zoning application.

The last Comprehensive Rezoning in Washington County was completed in 2012, affecting the
Urban Growth Area (UGA) that surrounds the City of Hagerstown and the towns of Williamsport
and Funkstown. The rezoning affected approximately 17,000 parcels and 38,000 acres of land. 4
Information such as population projections, growth trends, transportation and infrastructure data,
and the recommendations of the Comprehensive Plan were considered as a part of this effort. The
input of property owners, local officials, County staff and the general public was also solicited and
considered in the assignment of each parcel affected by the Comprehensive Rezoning.
Landowners were also given the opportunity to appeal the rezoning of their property at that time if
they felt aggrieved by the Board’s decision.

4

Washington County Ordinance No. ORD-2012-08
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The applicant contends that the Board of County Commissioner’s (BOCC) erred in their
decision during the 2012 UGA Comprehensive Rezoning to rezone the lots in question to RM. The
applicant claims that factors such as following were not fully considered by the Board in their 2012
decision:
•
•

i.


The properties cannot meet the requirement of the RM Zoning District to be served by
public water and sewer service;
Other similarly situated parcels that are within the County’s Urban Growth Area, but
outside of the City’s Medium Range Growth Area (MRGA) were zoned HI in 2012

Recent Zoning History
These properties were rezoned to the present RM designation in conjunction with the
Comprehensive Rezoning of the Urban Growth Area in 2012 (RZ-10-005).
RM zoning was recommended by the Urban Growth Area Advisory Committee, a body
appointed by the BOCC to study and make recommendations on several issues that
impacted the Comprehensive Rezoning of the UGA. The intent was to create additional
opportunities for multi-family housing development in the County.
Planning staff recommended Residential Transition (RT) for the parcel based upon the
Low-Density Residential designation in the 2002 Comprehensive Plan.



Prior to 2012, they were zoned Highway Interchange District HI-2.
The HI-2 zoning district was intended to serve as a transitional zone between HI-1 zones
and nearby residential areas. Typically, HI-1 areas were designated on lands closest to
interstate highway interchanges, with HI-2 zones then buffering adjacent lands in the
vicinity of the interchanges. HI-2 allowed low intensity business and industrial uses as well
as a residential development at varying densities. Permitted uses were pulled from the
BT, RM, PUD, IT, RR, RS and RU Districts. It did not require connection to public water
and sewer, but merely allowed higher density development if connection was possible.
The HI-2 zoning district was eliminated during the 2012 UGA Rezoning.
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Map 2: 2005 Zoning Classifications

RR

RM

RR

HI-2

RR
HI-2

HI-2

ii.

HI-1

TOWN

HI-1

Public Water and Sewer Requirements in RM and HI Zones

The applicant’s major argument in support of a mistake in the current zoning is the inability
of these properties to access public water and sewer as mandated for properties given the RM
zoning classification.
First, a review of previous versions of the Washington County Zoning Ordinance reveals
that the requirement to connect to public water and sewer has been a consistent and long-standing
policy within the RM Zoning District (Article 10). This policy was in place at the time the property
was rezoned to RM in 2012.
The requirement to connect to public water and sewer facilities is not absolute, however.
Section 10.6 with the RM Zoning District states that:
“1. The Planning Commission may waive this requirement after consultation
and advice from the Health Department.”
This section goes on to describe the criteria that should be considered by the Planning Commission
in deciding whether or not to grant a waiver:
i.

The need to protect environmental resources from potential pollution from
failing septic systems.

ii.

The availability and proximity of existing public water and sewer facilities.
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iii.

The status of any available plans for utility extensions in the future that may
serve the area.

iv.

The existence and operation of private, on-site health facilities in the vicinity.

v.

Recommendations of the Washington County Health Department.

vi.

The adopted Washington County Water and Sewerage Plan.

vii.

Recommendations of the potential service provider.

viii.

Any grant of a waiver to allow the use of a private, on-site well or septic system
is conditional upon the agreement to abandon the private system and connect
to the public utility when it becomes available.

ix.

When the Planning Commission has determined that a waiver from the required
use of public water and sewer facilities is appropriate the minimum lot size shall
be as specified in Section 10.5. Lot dimensions shall also conform to any
applicable minimum requirements affecting lot size, width or separations
imposed by the Washington County Health Department.

x.

Any private on-site well or septic system shall meet all Health Department
requirements.

Thus, while current zoning regulations for RM Districts mandate connection to public water
and sewer in most cases, it is possible that development could occur on well and septic in this
zoning District.
Of equal importance in this discussion is that the Highway Interchange Zoning District
requested by the applicant also requires connection to public water and sewer. 5 Again,
however, the Planning Commission may waive this requirement after consultation with the Health
Department, based upon the same criteria as outlined above. The language relating to the
requirement to connect to public water and sewer facilities is identical in both the RM and HI zoning
districts and was present in each at the time of the Comprehensive Rezoning of the Urban Growth
Area in 2012.
Therefore, whether the Board had rezoned these properties to HI or RM in 2012 would not
have mattered from a water and sewer perspective, as they would have had to meet the same
requirements. Accordingly, it is difficult to call this choice a mistake.
iii.

Consistency With the Comprehensive Plan

The actual choice in zoning classification that was being deliberated in 2012 for these
properties was not between HI and RM, however. As noted previously in the Zoning History section
of this report, decision makers were choosing between RM and RT. RT is the least dense
residential district in the Growth Areas allowing a density of 2-4 dwelling units per acre.
5

Washington County Zoning Ordinance Article 19, p. 176)
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Staff, following the Low-Density Residential designation of these parcels in the 2002
Comprehensive Plan Land Use Plan and surely considering the lack of availability of public water
and sewer to the site, recommended RT.
The Urban Growth Area Advisory Committee advocated for RM to create additional
opportunities for multi-family housing development in the County. Ultimately the Board chose to
follow the Committee’s recommendation and apply the RM designation to these parcels in 2012.
Other parcels in the vicinity were rezoned to HI in 2012, most notably adjacent parcel 101
(19515 Beaver Creek Road). Given that similar development constraints applied to that parcel as
those subject to this rezoning, (i.e. – lack of access to public water and sewer, the likely need to
make road improvements for a more intensive land use), one would likely surmise that decision
makers simply felt that applying HI to some, but not all parcels in this stretch of Beaver Creek Road
near the interchange, was a reasonable compromise to achieve various land use goals.
iv.

Availability of Public Water and Sewer

Past history aside, water and sewer service policies established in long range plans
produced by the County and City of Hagerstown go a long way to determining the present
development potential that these properties have.
First, from the County perspective, W-5 and S-5 designations denoting Long Term Planned
Service have been consistent for these properties both in the most recent County Water and Sewer
Plan (2009) and in prior versions of the Plan as well. This designation reflects plans by service
providers to eventually, but not immediately, connect these properties to public utility systems. In
the event of connection to public utilities, the County would be the service provider for sewer and
the City of Hagerstown would provide water.
As shown in the Map below, public water and sewer has not been extended below I-70 in
this immediate area. The Claggetts Mill subdivision, located approximately 1.5 miles west, is the
closest area below I-70 that has an existing water and sewer service designation (W/S-1).
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Map 2: Vicinity Current Water and Sewer Designations

Existing Service
(W/S-1)
Programmed
Service
(W/S-3)

Planned Service
(W/S-5)
No Service
(W/S-5)

From the City’s perspective, these parcels lie outside the City’s Medium-Range Growth Area
boundary. Properties within the MRGA are prioritized by the City for connection to public water or
sewer service when it becomes available. Those outside the MRGA are not eligible for
connection unless a special exception applies. It is not likely that this site would qualify for a
special exception under the City’s water and wastewater connection policies.
As shown in the maps below, while falling within the County’s Urban Growth Area, these
properties have never been inside of the City’s MRGA, including at the time of the 2012
Comprehensive Rezoning. Major updates occurred to Hagerstown’s Comprehensive Plan in 2008
and 2018. The MRGA boundary was not realigned to include the subject properties in either Plan.
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Map 3: Hagerstown 2008 Comprehensive Plan Water and Wastewater Priority Areas
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Map 4: visionHagerstown 2035 Growth Area Boundaries

III.

Conclusion:

The applicant has claimed that a mistake was made to rezone these properties from HI-2
to RM in 2012 because they cannot meet the requirement of the RM Zoning District to be served
by public water and sewer. The burden of the applicant in a “Mistake” case is to provide evidence
that the Board:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Failed to take into account projects or trends probable of fruition,
Made decisions based on erroneous information,
Used facts that later prove to be incorrect,
Couldn’t have foreseen Events that have occurred since the current zoning
Ignored facts in evidence at the time of zoning application.

Regarding the charge or mistake, it has been demonstrated that water and sewer
requirements for the RM and HI zoning districts were identical in 2012. Connection to public water
and sewer was required by each district, but both provide the potential that this requirement could
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be waived by the Planning Commission in consultation with the Health Department. So, there
would not have been a difference between assigning either RM or HI to these properties in 2012
when looked at through the lens of water and sewer requirements.
Staff analysis has also noted that neither the current RM zoning designation nor the HI
zoning requested by the applicant are consistent with the 2002 Comprehensive Plan’s Land Use
Plan. This plan applied a Low Density Residential designation to these properties which was very
likely influenced by the lack of water and sewer service to these parcels. These limitations are still
in place today, regardless of the zoning applied.
Development should occur where there is adequate infrastructure to serve it. At best, it
would be very difficult economically to make a multi-family development work under the current RM
Zoning without access to public water and sewer, due to the infrastructural upgrades that would be
necessary in this location to adequately serve the development. Road improvements could be
considerable, and the property falls within school districts that are largely over capacity already
(South Hagerstown High School District). This is why, from a general planning perspective,
considerations such as these dictate that the intensity of development should lessen the further
away one is from a city center where there is less likely to be adequate infrastructure to support
high intensity land uses.
An HI zoning classification makes a lot of sense for these properties when viewing them
from perspective of their proximity to the I-70 interchange, and the corresponding similarity to
neighboring properties in terms of existing zoning designations and land uses. From that angle,
what the applicant is proposing is not in conflict with the character of the surrounding neighborhood.
As previously stated, proximity to the interchange was very likely a significant reason why some
neighboring properties were rezoned from HI-2 to HI in 2012.
The lack of access to public water and sewer, however, hamstrings the development
potential of these properties under an HI zoning classification for similar reasons as described
above for the current RM zoning. Service is not likely to be extended to this parcel in the
foreseeable future, which limits the appropriateness of many land uses permitted with the HI Zoning
District, particularly the more intensive uses. Beaver Creek Road is also ill-suited to serve high
intensity development in its present capacity. Despite these significant caveats, less intensive uses
permitted in the HI District that are able to be developed on well and septic systems could, however,
be potentially feasible from an economic and land use intensity standpoint in this location.
Staff advises that decision makers carefully consider the wide range of land uses permitted
under the HI zoning requested by the applicant for their compatibility with the neighborhood that
surrounds this site. The adequacy of infrastructure to serve development is a key consideration in
this case. It will continue to be a major factor for Washington County and the City of Hagerstown
going forward as long range land use plans are updated to reflect the present limitations of key
systems that facilitate development, such as access to public water and sewer.
Respectfully Submitted,

Travis Allen
Comprehensive Planner
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